"MURDER DOG RETURNS!"

Original Episode was hand drawn back in September 9th 1992. The re-inking was done this October 26th 2013.
Falcon - the protector of good, the destroyer of evil and the defender of TRUTH. Faro Faros finds the power ring which makes him FALCON THE THIRD. Original Episode were hand drawn back in January 20th 1991.

our story of episode one starts in the south waste of Thundarr Forest, where by in an undisclosed unknown location there lies a cave beneath the rock mountains....

over which storm clouds are gathering....

"MURDER DOG RETURNS!"

the cave of FALCON.

inside the cave of Falcon, (the new Falcon III) Faro Faros is still shaken and moved by the events of the last 24 hours*. he is even more baffled by the sight he is seeing inside the cave over the "Power Ring" chamber.

AM I AWAKE? ALIVE OR DEAD?

YOU ARE NEITHER DEAD NOR ASLEEP FARO FAROS AND I AM REAL.

lightning and thunders clap loud and clear.

BAMM BADOOM!

* the last 24hrs is not known to Faro Faros, so he has no recollection as to how he ended up inside this so-called "cave of falcon" - where everything seems surreal and illogical, all his life he has believed in logic and reasoning - all that is about to change for good.
I AM THE "FAIRY OF FALCON," THE
GUARDIAN OF THE POWER RING OF
FALCON. FALCON IS A POWER OF WILL
WHICH COMES FROM WITHIN THOSE WHO
BELIEVE IN IT AND ARE TRUE AT HEART. THE
POWER CHOOSES THE SPECIAL ONE ALL ON
ITS OWN. YOU HAVE BEEN CHOOSEN TO BE
FALCON THE THIRD. YOU MAY NOT BE
AWARE OF THIS BUT I AM VISIBLE ONLY TO
YOU AS THE RING HAVE CHOOSEN YOU.

WHY ARE YOU SPEECHLESS? ARE YOU
SHOCKED TO SEE A NAKED FAIRY FLYING
AROUND OR YOU ARE JUST LISTENING? OH
WELL....I WILL CARRY ON THEN.. THE RING
HAS THE POWER TO STOP EVIL AT ITS PATH.
YOU HAVE TO WEAR IT IN ORDER TO
HARNESS ITS POWER. YOU WILL HAVE TO
SHOUT OUT THE WORD "FALCON" WHEN
YOU POINT IT AT EVIL. ONLY EVIL CAN BE
HARMED BY THE RING - NOT GOOD.

YOU ARE A SECRET FALCON. YOUR
POWERS ARE NOT KNOWN BY MANY OR
RATHER YOU ARE NOT FAMOUS BECAUSE
YOU ONLY FIGHT EVIL TO STOP EVIL. NOT
TO GAIN FAME AND TO SHOW OFF THAT YOU
ARE A "HERO" WEARING A WEIRD COLORED
COSTUME TRYING TO PLEASE KIDS, BUT TO
FIGHT BAD THINGS AND EVIL THINGS
ANONYMOUSLY AND DESCREETLY. YOU
WILL SOON MEET YOUR FIRST EVIL FOE,
YOUR ARCH-ENEMY, THE KILLER OF GOOD
THINGS AND HOPEFUL DREAMS.

outside the cave of FALCON...
YOU ARE NOT THE FIRST FALCON. THERE WERE TWO OTHERS BEFORE YOU, THAT IS WHY YOU WILL BE KNOWN AS "FALCON THE THIRD". YOUR IMMEDIATE FALCON (THE SECOND) WAS ACTUALLY RELATED TO YOU. HE WAS YOUR FATHERS OLDER BROTHER, HIS NAME WAS FALC FAROS.

UNCLE FALC? SO THAT'S WHERE HE DISAPPEARED TO! WE ALWAYS WANDERED WHAT HAD HAPPENED TO HIM AND HIS WIFE AUNTY RITA!

I WAS ONLY 13 THEN.

YOUR AUNTY RITA IS THE SHECON, SHE ALSO LIVES IN THIS SOUTH FOREST. SHE WILL BE COMING TOO TO VISIT YOU SOON. RITA HAS BEEN LIVING ALONE SINCE YOUR UNCLE'S DEATH.

HA HA HA HA HA HA

still outside the cave of FALCON...
THIS WILL BE YOUR HOME FROM NOW ON FARO FAROS. THIS CAVE HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED AND EVERYTHING YOU WANT. THIS CAVE IS LIKE A SHIELD, PROTECTED & CAMOUFLAGED FROM THE REST OF THE PLANETS INHABITANTS. YOU WILL ALSO BE PROVIDED FOR YOUR EVERYDAY NEEDS.

then the Fairy suddenly vanishes...

and someone rings the cave bell.

HUH? SOMEONE AT THE DOOR!

AT THIS HOUR AND STORM?

HOLD ON! I AM COMING!

BAMM BADOOM!

SHHHHH!

SSSSHHHH!
HELLO FALCON!
I AM MR. DWARF!

THAT'S CORRECT,
MR. DWARF.

MR. DWARF?

HERE TO SUPPLY YOUR DAILY "ESSENTIALS"
AND ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE!

MY ESSENTIALS?
WELL YES, “DAILY ESSENTIALS”. WELL YOU GOTA EAT SIR AND THEN YOU NEED THINGS LIKE NEW CLOTHES AND STUFF’S. SINCE YOU DON’T HAVE A JOB OR AN INCOME NOW IT WOULD BE HARD TO GET BY AND SPECIALY HERE IN THE FOREST IT’S SUPER DIFFICULT TO GET THINGS WITHOUT THUNDRA COINS YOU SEE SIR. I WILL BE THE ONE WHO APPEARS WITH THOSE THINGS WHEN YOU NEED ‘EM.

"HOW DO I DO THAT YOU ASK? SIMPLE! I JUST OPEN THE "CHEST OF PLENTY" AND OUT COMES WHATEVER THIS CAVE OR YOU REQUIRE. WELL NOW YOU COULD SAY WHY DON’T I LEAVE THIS CHEST HERE AND STILL IT WILL GIVE YOU EVERYTHING YOU NEED SIR.. THAT IS INCORRECT! I NEED TO REFILL THE CHEST AFTER EACH SUPPLY FROM THE "GANT FOREST TREE HOLES”. YUP SIR! THAT IS HOW IT WORKS - EXACTLY.

BUT IT LOOKS LIKE YOU HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED SIR FOR TODAY, OTHERWISE THE CHEST WOULD HAVE POPPED IT OUT LIKE MAGIC YOU SEE. GOODBYE FOR NOW SIR!

still outside the cave..

UH BYE.... THANKS?

SEE YOU.. SOON?
MR. DWARF DISAPPEARS JUST AS FAST AS HE APPEARED AND FARO CLOSED THE CAVE DOOR, THEN AFTER A MINUTE THE CAVE BELL DINGS AGAIN. FARO THOUGHT IT HAS TO BE MR. DWARF WHO MUST HAVE FORGOTTEN TO MENTION SOMETHING OR MAY HAVE CAME BACK TO GIVE HIM SOMETHING. SO HE OPENS THE CAVE DOOR WITHOUT LOOKING. HE SEES NO ONE, BUT THEN SUDDENLY HE HEARS A LOUD LAUGHTER IN THE THUNDER STORM WHICH SEEMS TO HAVE GOTTEN MUCH WORST OVER TIME. THEN A MAN WITH A BONE (SKELETON) FACE AND ERECT PENIS JUMPS ON HIM AND STARTS TO ATTACK HIM WITH HIS WEAPON WHICH LOOKED LIKE A DAGGER. THEN FARO FAROS (FALCON III) FINDS HIMSELF LOCKED IN A FIERCE FIGHT WITH AN INDIVIDUAL WHO MENTIONED THAT HE WAS CALLED "MURDER DOG", THE KILLER OF ALL FALCONS.

BAMMM BADOOM!

HA HA HA

AAAAARGH! EEEERRRR... ....Falcon meets his first evil foe.

this is Murder Dog, and just like that...
Faro takes quite a beating from the Dog and gets battered up bad. He suddenly saw the Ring of Power in front of him and remembers the words of the Fairy.

HAD ENOUGH OF THAT DOG!

TIME TO GET THE RINGS HELP!

THAT'S WHAT YOU "THINK" FREAK!

falcon!

THIS VERY DAGGER HAS KILLED FALCON THE FIRST, FALCON THE SECOND AND THIS VERY DAGGER WILL NOW KILL YOU, FALCON THE THIRD!
The Dog is not the only one who disappears suddenly, the fierce storm outside also suddenly clears revealing a clear blue sky - as if an evil has passed by and the power of good reigns - for now.

for the evil may have disappeared after being hit by the power of good, but the evil will return soon as it always has in the past.
HELLO SIR! I AM BACK! I HAVE BEEN INFORMED BY THE FAIRY THAT YOU REQUIRED IMMEDIATE MEDICAL ATTENTION AND HERE I AM WITH THE CHEST OF PLENTY WHICH WHEN OPENED WILL PROVIDE ME WITH ALL THE NECESSARY MEDICAL NEEDS TO FIX YOU RIGHT NOW - SIR!

YOU GUYS KNEW I WAS BEING ATTACKED?? HOW COME YOU DID NOT COME OVER TO SAVE OR HELP ME!?

OH YES SIR THE FAIRY KNEW, I KNEW, BUT NEITHER THE FAIRY NOR ME CAN ACTUALLY HELP YOU SIR. YOU SEE THAT IS HOW IT WORKS FOR YOUR POWERS. WE CAN ASSIST YOU BUT WE CANNOT PARTICIPATE DIRECTLY. NOW SIR LET ME OPEN THE CHEST....

MR DWARF EXPLAINS: "the Fairy knew the instant the Dog was outside your cave and awaiting to attack you, but she could not warn you as she is not meant to do so. unless you are dying she can make an exception you see sir. now... the chest is open and "voila!" your wounds have been all been patched up! magic isn't it sir? you feeling okay sir?"

OH WOW! MAGIC!

I FEEL NO PAIN!

THANKS DWARF!
as soon as the Dwarf leaves the Fairy reappears...

MR DWARF HAVE ALREADY EXPLAINED HOW MY PARTICIPATION AND HIS PARTICIPATION PLAYS A PART IN YOUR POWER OF FALCON.

FARO, YOU HAVE JUST MET AND WON THE VERY FIRST BATTLE WITH YOUR ARCH ENEMY MURDER DOG. IF ME AND THE DWARF WOULD USE MAGIC TO STOP EVIL THERE WOULD BE NO NEED FOR...

..THE RING OR YOU FARO.

NOW I SHALL SHOW YOU WHAT MY POWERS CAN DO, I CAN PROJECT FOR YOU IMAGES OF YOUR UNCLE FALC AND AUNTY RITA, FALCON II AND SHECON RESPECTIVELY.

THAT MAKES SENSE.

YOUR UNCLE FALC WAS MURDERED BY THE SAME MURDER DOG. YOUR AUNTY RITA OR SHECON SURVIVED BECAUSE THE DOG’S VENGEANCE IS ON FALCON’S ONLY - YOU AND YOUR RING.
ALL UNDERSTOOD FAIRY BUT TELL ME ONE THING...

WHY OR HOW DID MURDER DOG DISAPPEAR?

AND WHY IS HIS PENIS "ALWAYS ERECT"?

WELL FARO HE HAS THE EVIL SPIRIT OF ZINNS* ON HIS SIDE WHICH AIDES HIM IN HIS PERFORMANCES OF BLACK MAGIC. AS SOON AS HE SAW THAT FOR THE FIRST TIME YOU PUT YOUR RING ON YOU MASTERED IT AS IF IT WAS IN-BUILT IN YOUR INSTINCTS TO BE THE FALCON - AND ALSO YOU HIT HIM RIGHT IN BETWEEN HIS EYES WHERE HIS SKULL IS THE WEAKEST. SO HE DECIDED TO END THIS DUEL FOR NOW...

NO CLUE WHY HIS PENIS IS "ALWAYS ERECT"...

* Zinns control all the evil spirits of Planet Thundarr

..BUT HE WILL STRIKE YOU AGAIN IN THE VERY NEAR FUTURE WHEN THE TIME AND HIS PREPARATIONS TO KILL THE NEW FALCON III IS "JUST RIGHT"

HAHAHAHAHAHAHA

END